3
Efforts devoted to the improvement of the detection resolution History History of the of the experimental experimental μ μ + + → → e e + + γ γ decay decay research research BR improves as the μ rate increases Also Background events increase
Physics or prompt background
Radiative muon decay → linear dependence on muon Rate
Coincidence of positrons in normal muon decay and high energy photon → quadratic dependence on muon Rate dominant contribution:
dt(e dt(eγ γ) )
Accidental background
The background rejection depends on the detector performance 
Positron

Positron detector detector
Magnetic field + Tracking detector
COBRA magnet: the COBRA spectrometer was designed to provide a graded magnetic field whose flux lines have a large divergence also in the center (1.27 T at the center and 0.49 T at both ends). Positrons with the same absolute momentum follow trajectories with a constant projected bending radius, independent on the emission angles over a wide angular range.
Drift-Chambers: especially designed with low mass to minimize multiple scattering, Progress on the timing Progress on the timing counter counter performance performance 
